Luminous Wheels Guide

Your order of Luminous wheels includes 8 of the following:

1. WHEEL
2. GENERATOR/MAGNET/SPACER

*bearings are sold separately*
INSTALLATION

1. Wheel
2. Generator/Magnet/Spacer

Make a “bearing sandwich”
1. Bearing
2. Bearing

Press your bearings really hard! We promise they fit, it’s just a little hard to get them in.
TROUBLESHOOT

Help! My wheel won’t light up!

1. WHEEL
2. GENERATOR/ MAGNET/SPACER

I. Clean the space in between 1 and 2 with a dry microfiber cloth

II. Assemble the bearings into the wheels making a “bearing sandwich”

III. Make sure to flip the axle nut as displayed in the video :)

IF YOUR WHEEL IS STILL NOT LIGHTING UP EMAIL US AT CUSTOMERSERVICE@PIGEONSKATES.COM